In a multi-manned assembly line, tasks of the same workpiece can be executed simultaneously by different workers working in the same station. This line has significant advantages over a simple assembly line such as shorter line length, less work-in-process, smaller installation space, and less product flow time. In many realistic line balancing situations, there are usually more than one objective conflicting with each other. This paper presents a preemptive goal programming model and some heuristic methods based on variable neighborhood search approach for multi-objective assembly line balancing problems with multi-manned stations. Three different objectives are considered, minimizing the total number of multi-manned stations as the primary objective, minimizing the total number of workers as the secondary objective, and smoothing the number of workers at stations as the tertiary objective. A set of test instances taken from the literature is solved to compare the performance of all methods, and results are presented.
Introduction
Assembly lines are mostly installed for producing products in high volumes and usually include automatic material handling system [1] , tools, workers, and more than one workpiece. Therefore, in fact, assembly lines are designed by arranging all of their components. One of most important problems in this arrangement is to group tasks into stations. In this problem, there are some constraints, such as precedence restrictions between task pairs and cycle time constraints for stations. This grouping process is carried out for optimizing some objectives by fulfilling all of restrictions. The optimization problem of this process is called assembly line balancing problem (ALBP).
ALBPs which are strongly NP-hard [2] can be classified based on different criteria, such as line layout (straight lines, U lines, etc.), the number of models produced (single model, multimodel, mixed model, etc.), duration of tasks (deterministic, stochastic, etc.), the number of workers for each station (traditional lines, two sided lines, multi-manned lines, etc.), and the number of objectives considered (single objective, multi-objective, etc.). The reader is referred to the recent paper by Sivasankaran and Shahabudeen [3] for a comprehensive survey and classification of line balancing problems. Also, other well-crafted surveys can be found in papers by Lusa [4] , Becker and Scholl [5] , and Erel and Sarin [6] .
In practice, products produced in assembly lines have different characteristics based on size, the number of tasks, demand structure, duration of tasks, and so forth. Therefore, different products may require different line structures which are briefly mentioned above. For example, consider the assembly processes of a computer keyboard and a bus. It is obvious that the production of the computer keyboard requires less number of tasks than the one of bus. Also, based on sum of task times, the keyboard has smaller flow time than the bus. On the other hand, more than one worker can perform tasks on the same bus workpiece while only one worker is usually allowed to perform tasks on the same keyboard workpiece. Therefore, for decreasing the flow time, tool cost, work-in-process cost, space used for the assembly line, and so forth, assembly lines with multimanned workstations may be more suitable to produce large size products like bus in practice. Consider the problem with cycle time Ct = 10 and precedence diagram given in Figure 1 . By using the sum of task times sum = 45, the lower bound value for the total number of stations for simple assembly line [15] and also for the total number of workers for multimanned assembly line [7, 8] can be calculated as follows:
For simple assembly line balancing problem with minimizing the number of stations (SALBP1), the optimum solution is given in Figure 2 (a). As is seen from this figure, at least 5 stations are required to produce the goods with desired properties. There are 5 workpieces (and workers) in the line since there is a workpiece (a worker) at each one of these stations. For multi-manned assembly line balancing problem (MALBP) with minimizing the number of stations, the optimum solution is presented in Figure 2 (b). In MALBP, determining a station for each task is necessary but not sufficient. To address a MALBP solution, a worker for each task and a sequence of tasks for each worker must also be obtained. As is seen from Figure 2 , the multi-manned line requires less number of stations than the simple line. Hence, in multi-manned lines, same products may be produced by using less layout space, work-in-process, flow time, and so forth. In MALBP, each task is allowed to be performed by only one worker. Also, any worker performs at most one task at a time. To the best of authors' knowledge, the first study about MALBP was done by Dimitriadis [9] . He defined the problem and proposed a heuristic method for solving it. Then, Becker & Scholl [7] developed a mixed integer programming (MIP) model and a branch & bound (BB) method for optimally solving MALBP with mounting places. In the same study, they also described how the proposed BB is used as a heuristic for large size problem instances. For solving the mixed-model MALBP of real life tractor assembly line, Cevikcan et al. [10] proposed a heuristic method executed phase by phase in five steps. The first three steps are devoted to balance the line, and the remaining two steps are used for sequencing models and transferring workers in daily operations. For solving MALBP with minimizing both number of workers and multi-manned stations in the same order, Fattahi et al. [11] proposed a MIP model and a heuristic method based on ant colony optimization. In their comparison study, they showed their heuristic's superiority over the heuristic by Dimitriadis [9] . For solving MALBP with task times dependent on the number of workers at stations, Yazdanparast and Hajihosseini [12] proposed a MIP model based on the model of Fattahi et al. [11] . Kellegöz and Toklu [8] considered MALBP with minimizing the number of workers and proposed a BB algorithm for optimally solving them. In terms of both CPU times and quality of feasible solutions found, comparison results showed that their BB method has better performance than the revised one of the BB method proposed by Becker and Scholl [7] . Kazemi and Sedighi [13] developed a MIP model, a genetic algorithm based heuristic and a particle swarm optimization based heuristic for cost-oriented mixedmodel MALBP. They solved several test instances to illustrate their methods' performance. For solving MALBP with minimizing the total number of workers, Kellegöz and Toklu [14] recently proposed a new MIP formulation, a constructive heuristic based on priority rules and an improvement heuristic based on genetic algorithms. By using benchmark instances, they illustrated the performance of methods they proposed.
The purpose of this study is twofold: (1) to present a goal programming mathematical formulation for multi-objective MALBP and (2) to develop metaheuristic methods based on the variable neighborhood search (VNS) approach for solving medium and large size instances. To the best of authors' knowledge, this study is the first attempt to solve multi-objective MALBP by using the goal programming approach and VNS algorithm. The objectives considered for MALBP in this study are as follows: (1) minimizing the total number of multi-manned stations (line length) as the primary objective, (2) minimizing the total number of workers as the secondary objective, and (3) smoothing the number of workers at stations as the tertiary objective. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the multi-objective MALBP is defined. The goal programming formulation for multi-objective MALBP is presented in Section 3. Then, the proposed metaheuristic algorithms are presented in Section 4. The computational study and its results are reported in Section 5. At last, in Section 6, some conclusions and future research directions are discussed.
Multi-Objective Assembly Line Balancing Problems with Multi-Manned Stations
A multi-objective MALBP could be described as follows.
There is a set of tasks all of them have to be performed for getting the final product. Also, some tasks' operations cannot be started before the completion of some of the remaining tasks' operations. In other words, there are precedence relationships within some task pairs. The assembly line which is built to produce this homogenous product has a set of stations placed on a straight line. Due to product's characteristics, each station is allowed to have more than one worker. However, the number of workers simultaneously performing different tasks at the same station cannot be greater than the value max . Some reasons for this limitation may be as follows [8, 9, 11]:
(1) There are max tasks having no precedence relationship between each other and they can be performed at the same station.
(2) Due to some characteristics of the product or stations, at most max workers are able to perform tasks on the same workpiece.
All the workers used in the line are identical and equally equipped. Each task is indivisible and has to be performed for a predefined deterministic time by only one worker in the line. Each worker cannot perform more than one task at a time. However, different workers of the same station may perform different tasks simultaneously. In this case, it is also ensured that relationships between simultaneous task operations are satisfied. The decision maker has three goals as follows (in order of priority).
Goal 1.
There is no certain limitation on the line length (the number of stations on the line), but the line should not have more than max stations.
Goal 2.
There is no certain limitation on the total number of workers in the line, but there should not be more than max workers in the line.
Goal 3.
There is no certain limitation, but the line should have the same number of workers in each station in the line.
It is assumed that the decision maker is not able to determine precisely the relative importance of the goals. Thus, he ranks these goals from the most important (goal 1) to least one (goal 3). As a result, the decision maker first tries to satisfy goal 1 as close as possible. Then, for all alternative optimal solutions to goal 1, he tries to find the optimal solution for goal 2, and so forth. Note that while trying to satisfy the second goal as close as possible, it is ensured that the deviation from goal 1 remains at its optimal level. Also, while coming as close as possible to meeting goal 3, it is ensured that the deviations from goals 1 and 2 remain at their optimal levels. Thus, for example, while providing goal 3, it is ensured that an additional worker that makes the second deviation worse is not used.
The reason of determining target values for the first two goals may be that the decision maker wants to make arrangement on his current line. In this case, these target values may be determined by the available space and line workforce. If there is no line active, then target values for these goals may be set to zero or their lower bound values.
Smoothness index based on station times (sum of task times assigned to a station) is calculated in the following manner [15] :
where is the number of opened stations in the line, is the station time of station , and max is the maximum station time determined as max = max 1≤ ≤ { }. Using the same approach, for multi-manned assembly lines, smoothness index based on the number of workers at stations can be calculated as follows:
where is the number of workers used at opened station and max is the maximum number of used workers at a station opened in the line, which is determined as
The perfect balance is indicated by smoothness index value 0. In this research, it is assumed that the last goal is satisfied by minimizing the worker based smoothness index of the line.
Goal Programming Formulation
The mathematical model of MALBP proposed by Fattahi et al. [11] is developed here to generate the goal programming formulation of the considered multi-objective MALBP. To the best of authors' knowledge, the term "goal programming" was introduced by Charnes and Cooper [16] . For a good description of this approach, the reader is referred to the wellknown operations research textbook by Winston [17] . 
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Constraints (7), (9)- (11) are directly taken from the model which is proposed by Fattahi et al. [11] . Constraint (8) is written by using the clock time approach [15] . The proposed mixed integer goal programming model has multiple objectives given in Expression (6) . The first goal is that the number of opened stations should not exceed predetermined value max . As indicated earlier, the variable + 1 corresponds to overachievement of this target value. Therefore, the first objective aims to minimize this positive deviation. The second objective aims to minimize the positive deviation of total number of workers used in the line from predetermined target value max . At last, the third objective aims to minimize the positive deviation of smoothness index on the basis of number of workers at stations (without square root). Note that the target value of smoothness index is equal to zero. Constraint (7) ensures that each task is assigned to only one worker of the line. Constraint (8) ensures that all precedence relationships among tasks are satisfied. This constraint can also be written as follows:
Constraint (9), cycle time constraint, ensures that each task is completed before the end of the cycle time. If tasks and ℎ which have no precedence relationship between each other are assigned to the same worker of the same station, then one of Constraints (10) and (11) becomes active (with an integer value Ψ ≥ Ct). While the activation of Constraint (10) by using ℎ = 1 ensures st ℎ ≥ st + , the activation of Constraint (11) by using ℎ = 0 ensures st ≥ st ℎ + ℎ . Constraints (12) and (13) with the value zero ensures that the total number of stations is max or less. The set of Constraints (14) and (15) models the second goal. Constraint (14) assigns proper value to variable . Constraint (15) with deviational variables is the goal constraint of the total number of workers used in the line. While the value of + 2 is reduced to zero, the number of workers used in the line decreases towards the value max . The last set having Constraints (16)- (20) corresponds to the third goal. Constraint (16) ensures that the value of is equal to or greater than the number of workers used in each station. Constraint (17) with an integer value Ω ≥ ensures that if station has at least one assigned task (i.e., it is opened), then = 1. Constraints (18) and (19) are used to assign proper value to each variable. Constraint (18) with an integer value Φ ≥ max is active when the corresponding station is opened. For station , note that Constraint (19) does not allow more than one variable to have the value 1. When Constraints (18) and (19) with the third objective are examined together, it can be seen that all variables of unopened station will have the value zero. Constraint (20) is the goal programming constraint of the smoothness index on the basis of number of workers at stations. Note that the first term of this constraint computes the sum of squared deviations (from the maximum of number of workers at stations, ) of the number of workers of stations. While the value of + 3 is reduced to zero, the smoothness index value decreases towards zero. This constraint is written based on the fact that minimizing the value of a positive valued function also minimizes the value of the square root of this function. Constraints (21)- (25) show the integer variables, and Constraints (26) and (27) indicate that all the remaining variables are nonnegative continuous.
Solving the Proposed Model.
In the proposed model, there are three goals as follows (in order of importance):
This model is solved by considering one goal at a time, starting with goal 1 and terminating with goal 3. In a solution process, it is ensured that a lower priority goal never degrades any higher priority objective function value. For doing this in a solver, the current solution is added as a new constraint to problems with lower priorities. For example, consider is the optimum objective value of the first problem. Then, the constraint For all alternative optimal solutions to the highestlevel objective, the solution which optimizes the second level is found and so on. That is, deviations from the goals are minimized in order of priority. Thus, the resulting solution is called the lexicographical minimum [19] .
Proposed Variable Neighborhood Search Heuristics
VNS was introduced by Mladenović [20] . It combines local search with systematic changes of neighborhood for escaping from local optimum in the descent [21] . The basic characteristic of VNS is that it searches over several neighborhood structures in the solution space. Hence, it reduces the solution space into smaller subspaces.
The basic VNS procedure [22] is given in Algorithm 1. At each iteration of VNS search process, there is an incumbent solution which is a local optimum, and VNS searches in solutions which are in a far neighborhood of the current incumbent solution. From the current neighborhood, it randomly determines a solution (shaking phase), applying local search to this solution. If the resulting solution is better than the current incumbent solution, then the search moves to this new solution. If not, a farther neighborhood structure (after the farthest one, the nearest structure) is used to go on the search process.
Contrary to other metaheuristics based on local search methods, VNS does not follow a trajectory but explores increasingly distant neighborhoods of the current incumbent solution and jumps from this solution to a new one if and only if an improvement has been made [21] . VNS heavily relies upon the following observations [23] :
(i) A local minimum with respect to one neighborhood structure is not necessarily a local minimum for an another neighborhood structure.
(ii) A global minimum is a local minimum with respect to all possible neighborhood structures.
(iii) For many problems, local minima with respect to one or several neighborhoods are relatively close to each other.
For solving the multi-objective MALBP with VNS, following components of VNS have to be developed: (1) solution coding and encoding schemes, (2) the method used for generating initial solution, (3) neighborhood structures used in shaking phase, (4) local search procedure, and (5) the method used to compare solutions (objective function). Thus, in the next subsections, these components for solving multi-objective MALBP are described in detail. the priority values for tasks 1 , 2 , . . . , are 1 , , . . . , , respectively. These priority values are used to determine which one of available tasks is selected for assignment at each step. This approach which is called priority based coding is one of commonly used structures for other types of assembly line balancing problems in the literature [24, 25] .
Representing Solutions (Coding

Building Solutions (Encoding).
For building a solution based on priority values, a restricted version of the constructive heuristic proposed by Kellegöz and Toklu [14] is used. The procedure of building solution used in this study is given in Algorithm 2.
Second step in the procedure generates an initial line configuration and sets it to the current configuration . A line configuration is a vector of the same length as the maximum number of stations, and the element in this vector determines how many workers are available at the station of the line. The initial line configuration has the same number of workers at stations with the best one of solutions in the set IS. If the solution has no worker at a station, then the corresponding element in the line configuration is set to max . For comparing solutions, the method described in the next subsection is used. The set IS includes max solutions, and the solution in th element is created by the following way. First, a line configuration having the number of workers in each one of stations is created. As indicated earlier, is the valid upper bound value for the number of stations. Then, the method described in the following paragraph is used to assign tasks to stations. In this manner, it is aimed to start the solution building process from a good line configuration.
Assigning tasks to a line with a known line configuration is carried out in Steps (2) and (3). First, an empty station with the number of workers which is determined from the 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering line configuration is opened. At each assignment step, a task having the following properties (checked in the same order) is selected: (1) it is not assigned yet, (2) all its predecessors are already assigned, (3) it can be completed before the end of cycle time, (4) it can be started earlier than other tasks having previous properties, and (5) it has greatest priority value within tasks having previous properties. The selected task is assigned to the worker who can start the processing of this task earlier. If more than one worker has the same minimum start time, tie is broken by selecting the worker having the smallest index. If there are unassigned tasks, and none of these tasks cannot be assigned to the current station, then a new empty station having the number of workers determined from the line configuration is opened.
After getting the current solution , it is compared with the best solution found in the solution building process. The method which is used to compare solutions is presented in the next subsection. If the current solution is better than the best solution, then (1) the best solution is updated, (2) the line configuration is created, and (3) the list is determined. The line configuration is determined by using the newly found best solution. This line configuration has stations and includes the same number of workers at each opened station of the best solution (active part of the configuration) and max workers at each one of other stations which is not opened in the best solution (passive part of the configuration). The list which includes best solution's stations which have more than one worker (multi-manned) is used in solution restriction process. This list includes stations based on minimum worker load-related strategy proposed by Kellegöz and Toklu [14] . According to this strategy, stations in are decreasingly ordered according to their minimum worker's load.
As is seen from the solution building procedure presented in Algorithm 2, if the list has no element, then the solution building process is ended. If not stopped, then the configuration restriction process is performed by using Steps (6)- (9) . First, the first element in the list is determined ( ), and then it is deleted from the list . After this process, the current line configuration is set to the configuration . Then, the procedure decreases the number of workers at station of by 1. By this way, it is aimed to reduce the number of workers used in the line which is the secondary objective of the considered MALBP. Note that the main function for searching the best solution based on all objectives is performed by VNS based heuristics proposed.
For illustrating the solution construction process, consider the priority permutation (5, 12, 3, 10, 9, 1, 6, 2, 7, 11, 4, 8) for the problem instance with cycle time 10, max = 3, and precedence diagram given in Figure 1 . All three target values are considered zero. In this case, three different line configurations (a row vector with = 12 elements) are considered for determining initial line configuration: (1) each element is set to the value 3 (i.e., max ), (2) each element is set to the value 2 (i.e., max − 1), and (3) each element is set to the value 1 (i.e., max − 2). In order to illustrate the task assignment process, the assignment process for the first line configuration is summarized in Table 1 . Resulting solutions for the determination process of the initial line configuration are presented in Figure 3 . As is seen from this figure, resulting solutions have 3, 4, and 5 stations, respectively. Also, they have 7, 6, and 5 workers and 4, 2, and 0 worker based smoothness indexes (without square root), respectively. When the solution comparison method given in the next subsection is considered, it is concluded that the best of these three solutions is the one given in Figure 3(a) . This solution has 3, 3, and 1 workers for stations 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Hence, the initial line configuration is determined as (3, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) .
After creating the current solution and updating the best solution, the base line configuration is determined as (3, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 ) and the list is formed as (Station 1, Station 2). Note that Station 3 is not added to this list since it has only one used worker. After executing Steps (6)- (9) of the procedure, the configuration is determined as (2, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) , and the list is updated as (Station 2). The assignment process for this configuration and the resulting solution are given in Table 2 and Figure 4 (a), respectively. In this case, the current solution has the same number of stations with the best solution and less number of workers than the best solution. Therefore, according to the solution comparison method given in the next subsection, this newly generated solution is better than the best solution. Thus, after updating the best solution, the base line configuration and the list are set to (2, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) and (Station 1, Station 2), respectively. After executing Steps (6)-(9) of the procedure, the configuration is determined as (1, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) , and the list is updated as (Station 2). The resulting solution for this configuration is given in Figure 4 (b). As is seen from this figure, the resulting solution is again better than the best one. Thus, the best solution is updated. Then, the base line configuration and the list are set to (1, 3, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 ) and (Station 2), respectively. After executing Steps (6)-(9) of the procedure again, the configuration is determined as (1, 2, 1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3), and the list is updated as { }. The resulting solution for this configuration is given in Figure 4 (c). As is seen from this figure, the resulting solution is not better than the best one. The process is stopped since there is no element in the current list .
Comparing Solutions.
A simple comparison method is not applicable for comparing solutions since there is more than one objective in the considered problem. Comparison method has to include all objectives with the same priority order. Thus, for comparing two different solutions (Sol 1 and Sol 2 ), the algorithm which has the flowchart given in Figure 5 is used. Notations 1 and 2 represent the number of stations opened in Sol 1 and Sol 2 , respectively. Also, notations 1 and 2 represent the total number of workers used in Sol 1 and Sol 2 , respectively, and notations 1 and 2 represent worker based smoothness index of Sol 1 and Sol 2 , respectively. As is seen from Figure 5 , if both solutions have the total Table 1 : Task assignment process for the line configuration (3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 ).
Step configuration (3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3 number of opened stations less than or equal to the target value max , or both solutions have the same total number of opened stations, then it is decided that there is no difference between two solutions according to the total number of opened stations. The same approach is applied for testing solutions based on both the total number of used workers and worker based smoothness indexes. Note that the target value for smoothness index is always zero, and the check is carried out in the same order with objectives. If there is no difference between two solutions based on three criteria, then it is decided that there is no difference between two solutions. If there is a difference based on one of three criteria, then it is concluded that the solution having less value based on this criterion is better.
Neighborhood Structures.
For generating neighbors, the following two methods are used in this paper:
(i) adjacent pairwise interchange (API), (ii) subset randomization (SR).
In a permutation, two adjacent digits are interchanged to generate an API neighbor. This process is illustrated in Figure 6 . There are − 1 neighbors in API neighborhood of a permutation of the value [26] . For generating a random neighbor by using SR mechanism, a subset of digits is first selected randomly. Then, unselected digits are copied to the same positions of the neighbor. Last, selected digits are randomly copied to empty positions of the neighbor. For SR structure, it is obvious that there is more than one neighborhood based on the number of digits selected randomly. For generating a neighbor different from its origin, at least two digits have to be selected. Let and SR be the number of randomly selected digits and the neighborhood structure with parameter , respectively. For a permutation of the value , the interval of the parameter is 2 ≤ ≤ . The SR 2 ( = 2) method generates neighbors from general pairwise interchange neighborhood (PI) with probability 0.5. The remaining permutations are the same with their origins. Therefore, for the origin solution , SR 2 = PI∪{ } is valid. On the other hand, the SR method generates random permutations of . An illustrative example for the method SR 3 is presented in Figure 7 . If only − 1 digits of a neighbor which is generated from SR has different values from its origin, then this neighbor is also an element of SR −1 . In this case, this neighbor has the same value with its origin at only one of selected digits. Likewise, if a neighbor has the same values with its origin at two of selected digits, then this neighbor is also an element of both SR −1 and SR −2 . Thus, the relationship SR −1 ⊂ SR is valid. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 8 . If a neighbor ∈ SR has a different value from its origin at each one of digits, then ∉ SR −1 is valid. In this case, ∈ (SR −SR −1 ) is also valid. As a result, in neighborhood generation process, ensuring that each one of positions has different value from its origin also ensures that the generated neighbor is an element of SR − SR −1 .
Variations of VNS for Multi-Objective PMALBP.
For solving large size problem instances, getting a good initial solution is important. For these instances, local search algorithms often require substantial amounts of running time. Hence, Hansen and Mladenović [27] introduced a new version of VNS called Reduced VNS (RVNS). For decreasing computation time, RVNS heuristic omits the local search step of the basic VNS algorithm. In this paper, RVNS heuristic is also considered. Hansen et al. [22] declared that decomposition might be worthwhile in heuristics for very large problem instances since the performance of VNS depends in general on the local search subroutine used. Based on this approach, they proposed a new VNS based algorithm called Variable Neighborhood Decomposition Search (VNDS). VNDS decomposes the problem space by fixing all but attributes in the local search phase for a given solution. For the considered problem in this paper, the solution attributes are priority values of tasks. Thus, priority values of tasks which are not changed in the shaking phase are determined, and the same priority values are fixed in the local search phase. Due to this fixation, the local search phase is carried out by using API structure on a restricted part of the solution (restricted API). For the SR 3 neighbor solution given in Figure 7 , all but priority values of tasks 2, 5, and 11 are fixed. Thus, local search phase is applied based on only these three digits. The restricted API neighborhood for this SR 3 solution is given in Figure 9 .
In brief, we developed three different heuristics based on VNS variations for solving the multi-objective MALBP. Shaking phase
. . .
Local search phase API -Restricted API
Value of the parameter max max{2, ⌈0.5 ⋅ ⌉} max{2, ⌈0.7 ⋅ ⌉} max{2, ⌈0.8 ⋅ ⌉} These heuristics are summarized in Table 3 . For initiating proposed algorithms with a good incumbent solution, local search with API structure is applied to a solution which is generated randomly. As is seen from Table 3 , all methods use only one parameter, max , which is the top level of SR neighborhood structures used in the heuristic's shaking phase. For identifying the value of this parameter for each method, we carried out preliminarily experiment by using different size preliminary test instances. The max parameter value is set to each one of max{2, ⌈ ⋅ ⌉} values where is the number of tasks in the problem instance and is a control parameter getting a value from the domain {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0}. By using each one of values, ten different max values are determined based on the size of considered instance. For each parameter value for an instance, each one of VNS, RVNS, and VNDS is run five times. After examining the results of each method, a superior level of the max parameter is determined. These selected levels are also presented in Table 3 .
Computational Study
In order to evaluate the proposed MIP and heuristics, experiments were conducted by using benchmark instances.
All heuristics were coded in C# language and compiled in the programming software Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Express Edition. MIP models of instances were solved by using the solver IBM ILOG CPLEX (version 12.5.1.0). All experiments were run on a PC with i3 predecessor, 6 GB RAM, and 64 bit Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. Benchmark instances were generated by the following way. Test problems (task times and precedence relationships) with cycle times were given from the literature. Three small size data sets are P11, P21, and P30. They have 11, 21, and 30 tasks and are obtained from the papers by Jackson [28] , Mitchell [29] , and Sawyer [30] , respectively. Moreover, some medium and large size data sets were also used in experiments. These data sets are P45 [31] , P70 [32] , P83 and P111 [33] , and P148 [34] . Two different levels, 2 and 4, were considered for the parameter max (admitted maximum number of workers at a station). For each data set, three different values for the cycle time parameter were obtained from the literature. In the value determination process for target value parameters of instances, it was aimed to compare the performance of proposed methods based on the following manners:
(i) minimizing the number of stations, the number of workers, and smoothness index in the same order, (ii) minimizing the number of workers, and smoothness index in the same order due to given target value of the number of stations, (iii) minimizing smoothness index due to given target values of the number of stations and workers.
The method which was used to determine target values is presented in the next subsections. For an instance with tasks, each heuristic was run for 3 ⋅ CPU seconds. Also, for every experimental instance, each heuristic was applied 5 times. Each execution of MIP models has a time limit of 3,600 CPU seconds.
Minimizing the Number of Stations, the Number of Workers, and Smoothness Index in the Same Order.
A target value for a variable means that the decision maker desires No: no solution was found within a given CPU time limit.
-: phase was not performed since previous phases had consumed the given CPU time.
this variable to have a value not greater than the target value. In this case, for minimization of a variable, there is no difference between values equal to or smaller than the target value. From this point on, for minimizing the number of stations, the number of workers, and smoothness index in the same order, all target values are set to zero. Results for all heuristics and MIP models are given together in other based on the comparison method given in Figure 5 . As is seen from Table 4 , there is no difference between all methods for instances of P11 and P21 since all heuristics found optimal solutions. For one instance (with Ct = 41 and max = 4) in the problem group P30, the MIP formulation was not able to find the optimal solution. Also, the remaining instances (P45 and P70) could not be solved by using the MIP formulation. For example, for the instance P45 with Ct = 57, and max = 2, the MIP formulation was only able to find an integer solution for goal 1 within the given CPU time limit. Hence, the remaining phases for the remaining goals were not carried out (sign "−"). For the instance P45 with Ct = 57, and max = 4, the MIP formulation was able to find the optimum solution for goal 1 within 121.4 CPU seconds. Therefore, phase 2 was started. In phase 2, only an integer solution could be found within the given CPU time limit (121.4 + 3479.07 = 3600.47 CPU seconds). Hence, the last phase was not carried out. The overall evaluation of the results found in this group is as follows. All heuristics were able find optimal solutions for 14 instances whose optimal solutions were found by the MIP formulation. There are 8 instances for which heuristics showed different performance. For 2 of them (25%), VNS was able to find better solutions than at least one of other heuristics. RVNS and VNDS found better solutions for 4 (50%) and 3 (37.5%) instances, respectively.
Results for large size instances are presented in Table 5 . There are 18 instances in this group. All heuristics found the same solution for each of 7 instances. For one of the remaining 11 instances, VNS was able find better solution than at least one of other two heuristics (9%). On the other hand, RVNS found better solutions for 10 instances (91%). Lastly, VNDS has better performance than at least one of other heuristics for 5 instances (46%). For these 5 instances, note that RVNS found the same solutions with VNDS. Hence, VNDS outperformed only VNS for this group of instances. For comparing the performance of heuristics according to the minimization of the number of workers and smoothness index in the same order, a target value of the number of stations for each instance was determined. Care has been taken to ensure that all heuristics could reach target values. Hence, for an instance, a target value of the number stations was set to the maximum of 15 values found in Section 5.1. Note that each of three heuristics was applied 5 times for an instance. Due to goals of minimizing the number of workers and smoothness index, target values for these goals were set to zero.
Minimizing the Number of Workers and Smoothness
The results of the computational experiments for small and medium size instances are presented in Table 6 . As is seen from this table, instances having more than 30 tasks could not be solved by the MIP formulation. For instances in sets P11, P21, and P45, there is no difference between heuristics according to their results. For the problem group P30, VNS and VNDS produced better solutions for one instance and two instances, respectively. A similar observation may be done for the problem group P70 since VNDS emerges as the best method for this group. Shortly, for 6 medium size No: no solution was found within a given CPU time limit.
instances for which heuristics showed different performance, VNDS produced better solutions than at least one of other two heuristics. For large size instances, heuristics' results are given in Table 7 . For 7 of 18 instances in this group, all three heuristics obtained the same results. For 9 of the remaining 11 instances (82%), RVNS heuristic outperformed at least one of other two heuristics.
Minimizing Smoothness Index due to Given Target Values of the Number of Stations and Workers.
The same method with the one for generating target values for the number of stations was used to obtain target values for the number of workers. The target value for the number of workers for an instance was set to the maximum of 15 values obtained by heuristics for the number of workers in Section 5.1.
The results for small and medium size instances are presented in Table 8 . The following observations can be made from this table. By using the MIP formulation, instances with target values may be optimally solved more easily since more instances are solved optimally. Also, in this group, there are only 4 instances for which heuristics showed different performance. For 3 of these 4 instances (75%), RVNS obtained better solutions than other two heuristics. For the remaining instance, VNDS was superior against other two heuristics. Similar observations can be made for large size instances whose results are given in Table 9 . As is seen from this table, VNS was not able to outperform other heuristics even for a single instance. On the other hand, for 10 instances, at least one of other two heuristics outperformed VNS. For these 10 instances, RVNS obtained the same (for 3 instances) or better results (for 5 instances) than VNDS. For the remaining 2 instances, VNDS outperformed RVNS.
Conclusions and Future Works
In this research, multi-objective MALBP is considered. First, a MIP model based on goal programming approach is developed. Then, after defining the problem, three different variations of VNS algorithm are proposed to solve multi-objective MALBP heuristically. Experiment study is performed based on benchmark instances ranging in size from small to large for different target values of problem parameters.
Based on well-known goal programming approach, this study is the first one attempting to define the line balancing problem with multi-manned stations and to propose solution methods to solve it. After analyzing the results of experimental study, it has been seen that only small size instances could be solved optimally. On the other hand, if the instance has target values attainable, then its optimal solution may be found more easily. For small size instances, it has been seen that there is no significant difference between proposed VNS variations. However, for medium and especially large size instances, RVNS mostly outperforms other two heuristics.
A possible future research direction is to develop mathematical programming models for other goal, such as task based smoothness index and cost. Also, to the best of authors' knowledge, there is no study on the MALBP which has layout different from straight layout, such as U line and parallel line. Therefore, there is a need to develop solution algorithms for MALBP having different line layouts. 
